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THE QUEBEC GROUP OF SIR WILLIAM LOGAN.

By J. \V. Dawson, ^LD., F.R.S.

Being tlu' Anniinl AddreHu of thf PrcHidont of tlu' Nutiual
*'

History yocicty ^f Montu-ul, lor 1879.

The scientific business of the Society in the past winter has

included the reading at our monthly meetings of ten papers,

comprising a considerable range of subjects. In Geology we

have had papers by Dr. Harrington and myself on the mineral-

ogy and mode of occurrence of Apatite ; by Dr. Hunt on the

various new points which engaged his attention in Europe in

the summer of 1878 ; by Mr. Selwyn and Mr. Macfarlane on

the disputed Stratigraphy of Eastern Canada ; by Mr. Donald

on the remains of a Fossil Elephant ; by myself on the Extinct

Floras of America. In other departments were Notes on Ca

n;idian Ferns by Mr. Goode ; on an Esquimaux Bow and Arrow

by Mr. Taylor; on the results of an Excursion to St. Jerome by

Mr. Marler and Mr. Caulfield ; on the W;i»er supply of Mont-

real by Dr. Baker Edw;trds.

Of all these subjects that which has perhaps excited the greatest

amount of attention, tmd which best deserves notice here, is the

much disputed Geology of the Quebec Group and the associated

rocks in the Province of Quebec. This is a subject which has

long been in controversy, and which is mixed up with some of

the most difficult questions in general geology and in the local

structure of the eastern slope of the American continent, both in

Canada and the United States. It is a subject on which I have

up to the present time avoided any public expression ofopinion :

—

not that I have been indifferent to it—no geologist could be so

—nor that I have had no opinions of my own. Having travelled

over and examined large portions of the territory occupied by

these rocks, it was impossible to avoid arriving at some interpre-

tation of them. But the subject was too intricate to be lightly

treated, and others were working at it in detail, and with advan-

tages of public aid which I did not possess. Now, however, it

comes up before this Society, introduced in the elaborate and

able paper of Mr. Selwyn, followed by the criticisms of Mr.

Macfarlane; and these supplemented by Dr. Sterry Hunt's ex-

I
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position of his own well-known views, in the discussion of Mr.

Macfarlane's paper. Farther, in connection with all these various

and somewhat discordant opinions, the conclusions arrived at by

our late lamented colleague, Sir W. E. Logan, have been can-

vassed and to some extent set aside.

In these circumstances duty requires that some extended

notice of this subject should be taken in this address ; and that

if no absolutely certain conclusions on all the points in dispute

can be affirmed, the state of the controversy should be clearly

explained to the bystanders, and the ground cleared for further

wrestling on the part of the combatants, should this prove to be

necessary. In attempting to perform this somewhat difficult

task, it will be proper that I should refrain from entering into

details, and that I should confine myself to the question as it

relates to Canada, without discussing those features of it which

belong to the regions farther south.

I would first say a few words as to the position of the late Sir

William E. Logan in relation to the older rocks of Eastern Ca-

nada. When Sir William commenced the Geological Survey of

(y'anada in 1842, these rocks, in so far as his field was concerned,

were almost a terra incognita, and very scanty means existed for

unravelling their complexities. The *' Silurian System " of

Murchison had been completed in 1838, and in the same year

Sedgwick had published his classification of the Cambrian rocks.

The earlier final reports of the New York Survey were being

issued about the time when Logan commenced his work. The

great works of Hall on the Palaeontology of New York had not

appeared, and scarcely anything was known as to the comparative

palaeontology and geology of Europe and America. Those who

can look back on the crude and chaotic condition of our know-

ledge at that time, can alone appreciate the magnitude and |
difficulty of the task that lay before Sir William Logan. To

make the matter worse, the most discordant views as to the

relative ages of some of the formations in New York and New
England which are continuous with those of Eastern Canada,

had been maintained by the officers of the New York Survey.

Sir William made early acquaintance with some of these

difficult formations. His first summer was spent on the coast of

Gaspd and the Baie de Chaleur, where he saw four great forma-

tions, the Quebec group, the Upper Silurian, the Devonian, and

the Lower Carboniferous, succeeding each other, obviously in

'-7
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ascending order, and each characterized by Home fossils, most of

which, however, were at that time of very uncertain age. I re-

member his showing me in the autumn of tiiat year the note-

books in which he had carefully sketched the stratigraphical

arrangements he had observed, and also the forus ot character-

istic fossils. But both wanted an interpretoi. The plants

of the Gaspd Devonian were undescribed ; many of them of

forms till then unheard of. The shells and corals and graptolite.H

of the older formations* could be only roughly correlated with

some of those in the New York reports. The rock formations

were very unlike those of the New York ;?eries. Still this

work of 1842 and '43 was plain and easy compared with that

which arose in the tracing of these formations to the south-west.

I may add here that I have since studied some of these Gasp^

sections with Sir William's manuscript note-books in my hand,

and have been amazed by the extraordinary care and exactitude

with which every feature of the rocks had been observed and

noted down. Much of the detail in these early note-books of

Sir William, still remains unpublished. Those who would de-

tract from the work of Sir William Logan, if there are any

such, should remember these early beginnings, and compare them

with the massive foundations which have been laid for us to build

upon.

And now, after the labour of more than thirty years on the

part of Sir William and those he had gathered around him, how

do these subjects stand ? (1) We have all the comparatively flat

and undisturbed formations of the great plains of Upper and

Lower Canada, our share of the interior continental plateau of

America, worked out and mapped, and their fossils characterized

so that a child may read them. (2) The complex hilly districts

with their contorted, disturbed and altered beds, which extend

from New England to Gaspd, have been traversed in every direc-

tion,* the limits of their different formations marked, and a theory

as to their age and structure put forth, which, whether we accept

it or not, has in it important features of the truth, and rests on

facts on which every disputant must take his stand. (3) We have

the still older formations of the Laurentide hills traced in their

• The extent of measured and paced sections in these districts by

Sir William and Mr. RichardHon i. .most incredible
; and these have

been madp the basis not only of the geology but of the excellent

topographical maps prepared by Mr. Barlow.

/



hinuouH windings, and arranjit'd in an order of succession which

must iitand whether the niimeH j^iven by Sir William, and now

accepted throughout the world, be objected to or not. After the

work of Sir William Logan, no cavilling as to names can ever

deprive Canada of the glory of being the home of the scientific

exploration ol" the Laurentian ; and much examination of the

ground which he explored enables me to affirm that no one will

ever be able permanently to overset the general leading sub-

divisions which he established in the Laurentian and HuTonian

systems.

Let u.s turti now to the particular points brought before us in

the papers to which reference has been made. It may be well

liowever first to notice some i^eneral geological facts which must

be present to our minds if we would enter intelligently into these

discussions. The formations with which we have to deal in

the more ancient geolouieal periods all belong to the bed of the

sea. Now in the sea botton) there have been in process of depo-

sition, side by side and contemporaneously, four different kinds

of material, differing extremely in their mineral character and in

the changes of which they are susceptible. The first of these

consists of earthy and fragmental matter washed by water from

the surface or sea margins of the l:md and deposited in belts

along coast-lines, or on broader areas where ocean currents have

been drifting *'.e detritus ground from the land by ice or washed

down by greut rivers. The siicond consists of organic remains

of shells, corals and foramiuifera, accumulated in coral reefs and

the debris washed from them, in shell beds and in the chalky

ooze of the deep ocean. Some beds of this kind are very widely

distributed. The third is composed of material ejected by igne-

ous action from the interior of the earth and either spread in the

manner of lava-flows or of beds of fragments and tine volcanic

ash. Such rocks naturally occur in the vicinity of volcanic

orifices, which ;ire often disposed in long lines along coasts or

crossing ocean basins, but fragmental volcanis matter is often

very widely spread by ocean currents and is iuterstratified with

other kinds of aqueous depo.sit. The fourth and last description

of bedded matter is that which is deposited in a crystalline

form from solution in water. In later geological times ;it leas
;,

such deposits take place in exceptional circumstances, not of fr3-

quent occurrence. Such beds are dolomite, greensand, gypsura,

and rock salt.



Now it may be affirmed that ut each and every period of the

earth's geological history, all or most of these kinds of deposit

were in progress locally. But it may also bo affirmed that in

certain geological periods there was u predominance of one- or

more over very great areas ; and that in any particular area, even

of considerable size, there may be definite alternations of these

different kinds of material characteristic of particular periods.

Again, along certain lines of the earth's crust, the beds

deposited by water have been folded and crushed together, prob

ably by the contraction of the earth's shell in cooling, and along

these lines they have boen changed, in the way of hardening and

becoming crystalline or in being chemically recompounded

—

alterations which are usually known as metamorphic. But still

furthci, some kinds of deposit are much more liable to such

metamorphic changes than others. More especially the beds of

igneous origin, from their containing abundance of basic matter,

as well as of silica, very resdily change under the influence either

of heat or water, becoming it may be highly crystalline, or having

new mineral .substances formed in them by new combinations, or

on the other hand, when acted on by water, combining with it

and forming hydrous silicates.

One other curious coincidence it is necessary to mention.

—

It is where the greatest deposits of sediments are going on along

coasts or in the course of currents, that crumpling and bending

of the crust are most likely to occur, and igneous ejections to be

thrown out ; and conversely, where igneous ejections are piled up,

coasts may be forming or currents deflected, so as to cause at

these points the greatest deposit of sediment.

These considerations are sufficient to shew the true value of

mineral character, first as a means of distinguishing rocks of

different nature and origin, and secondly of separating rocks of

different ages within limited localities; with its entire worthless-

ness when applied to distinguish the ages of beds in widely sepa-

rated localities. There are in America rocks as widely apart in

time as the Huronian of the East and the Carboniferous of the

West, which are scarcely distinguishable in mineral character
;

there are rocks of identical age, as for instance the Lower Silurian

of New York and Western Canada and that of Nova Scotia and

of Cumberland, which are as unlike in mineral character as it is

possible for rocks of the most diverse ag;e8 to be.

But can we trust implicitly to stratigraphy ? Certainly, when



wc find one rock directly superiuipoacd on another we know that

it is the newer of the two. But when we find old rocks slid

over new ones by reversed faults, when we find sharp folds over-

turnin<; ^reat masses of beds, and when we find portions of beds

hardened, altered, and become more resisting, standing up as

hills in the midst of the softer materials, perhaps of the same age,

which have been swept away from around them, then we have

the real difficulties of stratigrapjjy.

We may have difficulties in foi^ils as well. Nothing is more

common than to find in the modern ocean areas traversed by

cold currents which have very different animals living in them

from thotic in the same latitude where the water is warmer. The

same thing occurs in older formations. The abundant corals and

large .shell-fishes in our Montreal limestone of the Trenton age,

show a condition of things in which the great area of Central

North America was covered with warm waters from the south,

teeming with life, and was sheltered from the northern currents

of cold and muddy water. But in the Utica shale which suc-

ceeds, we have the effect of the.se cold currents flowing over the

same area, loading it with mud, over which lived Graptolites

and old fashioned northern Trilobites like Trinrthrm Bcckii^

instead of the rich life of the Trenton. This is a mere change to

a cold or glacial age.

Now when I inform you that all these causes of error em-

barra.ss the study of tiie Quebec group of Sir William liOgan,

you will be able to appreciate the difficulties of the case.

Cros.sing the narrow line, a mere crack of the earth's crust, the

great reversed fault of Kasteru Canada and Lake Champlain, we

pass at once from the flat uniform deposits of the great conti-

nental plateau of America to entirely different beds, formed at the

same time along its Atlantic margin. These beds were affected

by volcanic ejections mixing them with ash rocks and causing

huge earthquake waves, which tore up the rocks of the sea-

bottoms and coasts, and formt d great irregular beds of conglome-

rate, sometimes with boulders many feet in length. In the

intervals of these eruptions the area was overflowed by cold

Arctic currents carrying sand and mud, sometimes altogether

barren of fo.s.sils, or again loaded with cold-water creatures like

the Graptolites, which occur in vast quantities in some of the

beds. Alternating with all this were a few rare lucid intervals,

when foi'siliferous limestones, just sufficiently like those of the



great interior plnteau to enable us to gue»a their wimiUr afie,

were being produced here and there. Farther, this heap of most

irregular and peculiar deposits was that along which subsequent

fle'j.ares and igneoup eruptions and alterations of beds both by

heat and heated waters were most rife, all the way down to the

Devonian period.

At first the real conditions of this problem were hidden from

Sir William Logim, by the error of supposing, with most of the

geologists of the United States, that the great reversed fault was

a true stratigraphical superposition, and consequently that these

strange deposits were newer than those to the west of them.

But so soon as the actual nature of the case was made manifest,

and this was first due to a right apprehension of the fossils, for

which Mr. Billings deserves much of the credit, Sir William at

once and for ever apprehended the real conditions of the problem,

and set himself to work it out on the true lin*' of investigation.

In evidence of this, and as presenting as clear a view of the

whole matter as any we can give, up to the present time, I quote

from n note by Sir William appended to Mr. Murray's report on

Newfoundland for 18(!5, and which is less known than his utter-

ances on this subject published in the Canadian reports:

" The sediments which in the first part of the Silurian period

were deposited in the ocean surrounding the Laurentian and

Huronian nucleus of the present American continent, appear to

have differed considerably in different areas. Oscillations in this

ancient land permitted to be spread over its surface, when at

times submerged, that series of apparently conformable deposits

which constitute the New York system, ranging from the Pots-

dam to the Hudson River formation. But between the Potsdam

and Chazy periods, a sudden continental elevation, and subsequent

•'radual subsidence, allowed the accumulation of a great series of

intermediate deposits, which are displayed in the Green Moun-

tains, on one side of the imcient nucleus, and in the metalliferous

rocks of Lake Superior, on the other, but which are necessarily

absent in the intermediate region of New York and central

Canada.
*' At an early date in the Silurian period, a great dislocation

commenced along the south-eastern line of the ancient gneissic

continent, which gave rise to the division that now forms the

western and eastern basins. The western basin includes those

strata which extended over the surface of the submerged conti-



ucut, together with the Pre-chazy rocks of Luke Superior, while

the Lower Siluriao rocks of the eastern busiu present only the

Pre-chuzy formations, uiieouforujably overlaid, in parts, by Upper

Silurian and Devonian rocks. The jrroup between the Potsdam

and Chazy, in the eastern bas'u, has been separated into three

divisions, but these subdivisions have not yet been defined in the

western basin. In the western basin the nieasures are compara-

tively flat and undisturbed; wliile in the eastern they are thrown

into innumerable undulations, a vast majority of which present

anticlinal forms overturned on th»' north western side. The

j^eneral sinuous north-ea.st and south-west axis of these undula-

tions is parallel with the great dislocation of the St. Lawrence,

and the undulations themselves are a part of those belongin<^ to

the Appalachian chain of mountains. It is in the western basin

that we must look fur the more regular succession of the Silurian

rocks, from the time of the Chazy, and in tlij eastern, including

Newfoundland, for that of those anterior to it,"

In studying these rocks, as Sir William well knew that the

great line of disturbance and igneous action lay to the east, as

he further knew that in this belt of country rocks all the way up

even to the Carboniferous had been profoundly altered, he was

not surprised to find that in tracing the Quebec rocks to the

south and east, the clay slates, still holding the same fossils,

became micaceous or nacreous slates, the bituminous shales

graphitic slates, the limestones crystalline marble ; and that

even serpentine, chloritic slate and hard lelspathic rocks appeared

to take the place of ordinary acjueous sediments. Consequently

he arrived at the large generalizations on the subject embodied

in his map of Canada, and to which I believe he adhered to the

last.

Was he right in these generalizations ? In part, at least, it is

certain that ho was. I have my.self, following in his track, seen

distinct Lower Silurian fossils in the nacreous slates and graph-

itic slates of the Townships, and I have seen these slates alternat-

ing with hard (juartzites, and fclspathic and brecciated rocks,

and so far as could be made out by stratigraphy, with chloritic

rocks, crystalline dolomite, soapstones and serpentine, these rocks

seemingly representing the shales of Point Levis if not still newer

members of the series. Dana has recently shown that rocks

in Connecticut, usually referred to the Quebec group, or even

to the Lower Taconic series of Emmons, and often in a highly

L
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crystallino stato, actually contnin foHsils ni'wcr than tlioso of

the Quebec ^roup, or of Hudi^on River n'_'e. "l* Murray in

Newfoundland ha8 found tho most unt'<|uivocal supcrpo.xition of

serpentint' and chloritic slate on fossiliferous rock** of the Quebec

group, and intervening in aire between tbeni and the Hudson

River group, a point to which we must refer sub«e(|U('ntly ; and

there is nothing incredible or even very unlikely in this. On the

other hand, knowing the conjplexiti«'s of all the parts of this

troubled sea of eastern pahcozoie rocks which 1 have studied, I

cannot deny that there may exist crests of beds (»lder tluiu

the Quebec grouji projecting locally and perhaps largely through

tliese rocks. I am the more inclined to believe this, since there

is tho best rt^ason tn hold that the tmaltered members of the

Quebec group, as mapped by the Survey on the south shore of

the St. Lawrence, include beds ran<:inL' all the way froui the

Lower Cambrian uji to the (.hazy. Similar, perhaps older,

beds, no doubt exist largely, mixed with igneous outflows and

breccias, in the hills of thi- interior.

But il" any man thinks proptr to put down a hard and fast

line on the map of Eastern ('anada. and to maintain that all the

crystalline rocks which apparently project tbmuLih and rise above

the Quebec group, are of greater age, I must decline to go with

him in this as.sertion, since 1 feel certain that such an extreme

view cannot be in accordance with facts. No one. however. 1

feel persuaded, will now go .so far as this ; but T believe the pen-

dulum has already swung farther than it shftuld in this direction,

and must go back again nearer to Sir William liOgan's position.

Facts in <upp(n-t of thi.»< conclusion rise before my mind as T

writ<', and may be brought forward on some future occasion, but

they would involve a series of papers for their full elucidation.

We have had presented to us ably and well by Mr. Selwyn,

Mr. Macfarlane. and Dr. Hunt, conclusions differing more or less

widely from those of Sir Williau), and from each other. There

are no doubt impitrtant elements of truth in them all, but when

these are fully and fairly sifted, the unprejudiced i.;eolo<rist will

conclude that while they may modify the results of Sir William's

work, they by no means overthrow them ; and that we are still

a long way from the solution in all their details of the problems

* American .Journal ot Scifiiee, May, 187H. Om- ot tJn; fossils r< cog-

nized by Dana seems to hv the StronuUu/joi<i com^iitcla of Hillii>gs.

really a Steno^ioiit, known in Canada both below and above the Levis,
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which occupied Sir William to the last, and which he left onlj

partially solved.

We may now sum this matter up, in so far as Sir William

Logan's work is concerned, and that of Richardson as his assist-

ant, and of Hall and Billings in the department of Palaeontology.

Their researches have established :—(1) The general diversity

of mineral character in the Palaeozoic sediments on the Atlantic

slope as compared wi*' the internal plateau of Canada. In those

results Bailey, Matthc^^, and Hartt in New Brunswick, and the

writer in Nova Scotia, have also borne some part. (2) The

establishment of the Quebec group of rocks as a series equivalent

iv age to the Calciferous of America, and to the Arenig and

Skiddiiw of England, and the elucidation uf its peculiar fauna.

(3) The tracing out and definition of the peculiar faulted junc-

tion of the ^^astal series with that of the interior plateau, ex-

tending from Quebec to Lake Champlain. ' 4y The definition

in conueclion with the rocks of the Quebec group, by fossils and

stratigraphy, of formations extending in age from the Pot.'^dam

sandstone to the Upper Silurian, as in contact with this group,

in various relations, along its range from the American frontier

to Gaspd ; but the complexities in connection with these various

points of contact and the doubts attending the ages of the several

formations have never yet been fully solved in their details.

(5) The identification of the members of the Quebec group and

associated formations with their geological equivale!?ts in di.stricts

where these had assumed different mineral condition ,
either

from the association of contemporaneous igneous beds and masses,

or from subse(iuent alteration or both. It is with reference to

the results under this head, the most difficult of all, that the

greater part of the objections to Sir William's view;^ have arisen. i

Let us now shortly examine Mr. Seiwyn's new results, with
^

reference to these conclusions, especially to the last.
1

The first point deserving of notice here is the inability of Mr.
|

Selwyu to recognize in the extension of the Quebec group east-

ward and westward of Quebec, those subdivisions which have been

named the Levis, Lauzon, and Sillery. Originally Sir William
j

recognized two divisions only, the Levis and Sillery. Subse-

quently he introduced, on the ground merely of convenience, the

intermediate Lauzon ; though apparently not regarding th'^ three-
,

fold division as at all important, but merely as provisional'^
'

Report of 1866, p. 4.
(
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Of those subdivisions the most important is the Levis,

which forms the fossiliferous and most readily recognized horizon

of the Quebec group. About the precise base of this division,

held to be the lowest of the group, there is some uncertainty,

Sir W illiam has referred to it as resting on Potsdam rocks in

the vicinity of Lake Champlain, and farther east on older shales

and limestones; and Mr. Richardson has endeavoured to separate

from it certain sandstones and associated beds on the Lower \:t.

Lawrence. More especially I may refer to the sandstones and

shales near Metis, holding AstwpoUthon, SwUthitu, and Arvnico-

litcs spifdlin, and to beds near 3Jatanc holding species of Conocu-

phulltcs of very primitive type. In Newfoundland also, where

the secjuence of these beds is better seen than elsewhere, there

are, according to Richardson and Billings, 2000 feet of beds

under the typical Levis and over the Lower Calciferous, holding

fossils urKjuestionably of the second fauna of Barrande, or Lower

Silurian, and below them there is a great thickness of Calciferous

and Potsdam. All these bods must exist in the Quebec group

districts of Canada, folded up along with the Levis, and as yet

very imperfectly .separated from it, nor is it at all unlikely that

in some localities they may liave been conl'oundod with the Lauzon

and Sillery.

With regard to the distinction of these last-named formations

as upper members of the Quebec group, we must agree with Mr.

Selwyn that in the present state of our knowledge they cannot

be clearly separated I'rom the Levis or from one ;:uother.

Nevertheless it is true that on the typical Levis there rest

sandstones and shales of con.siderable thickness, not holding its

characteristic fossils, and forming an upper member of the

Quebec group, as yet not well defined, but representing in nature

the Lauzon and Sillery of l^ogan.

Li the next place, Mr. Selwyn is disposed to separate from the

Quebec group the greater part of those altered and cryst;illine

rocks associated with it, and whieh appeared to Sir William

Logiiu to be niftiimorphosed equivalents of this group, ahd

largely of its upper or Sillery division. Of these rocks he forms

two serit;s, which however he regards as closely as.*^ociated, and

probably not unconformable with each (»t,lit'r.

The first and nearest in age to the Quebec group is defined as

including " felspathic, chloritic, epidotic and (juarlzose sand-

stones, red, gray ad greenish mHccous slates and •irgillites," with
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*' breccias aad agglomeratjs, diorites, dolerites, and umygduloids,"

as well as serpentine, dolomite, and calcite. In short this forma-

tion is one of mixed igneous aixd aqueous origin, non-fossiliferous,

except in the case of a few micr08C( pic fragments, and mostly

crystalline. As regarded by Si- W. E. Logan, these rocks, in

consequence of their apparent coiformity with the Levis series,

and their apparent superposition ia some sections, were held to

be an upper member of the Quebec group, and were mapped as

Sillery. They were thus placed in the same position with the

serpentine and chloritic formation of Newfoundland, as described

by Murray, with the Cobequid series as I have described it in

Nova Scotia,* and with the Borrowdale igneous rocks resting on

the English ecjuivalents of the Levis beds as defined by Ward in

Cumberland.

Mr. Selwyu, on the other hand, thinks that the main mass of

these peculiar rocks either comes out unconformably from beneath

the Levis series or is separated from it by a fault, and is in all

probability older, though the obscure traces of fossils found in

some of the beds would indicate that they are not older in any

case than Lower Silurian or Upper Cambrian.

It is obvious that with reference to a formation so greatly dis-

turbed, either of these theoretical views may be correct, or that

there may be two crystalline series, one below and another above

the Levis beds. Where I have had opportunity to observe the

formation, at Melbourne, and in a few other places, I have seen

no reason to dissent from Sir W. E. Logan's view ; but at that

time Mr. Selwyn's explanation was not before my mind, nor have

I examined the sections on which he chiefly relies.

Had Sir W. E. Logan lived, it was his intention to have, at

his own cost, bored through the crystalline rocks at some selected

site, in order to obtain positive proof of the subterposition of the

Levis beds. This expense in not now likely to be incurred, but

the whole question will in course of time be settled by the careful

re-examination and mapping, which now that these new views

have been suggested by the head of the Geological Survey, the

district is likely to receive.

Mr. Selwyn's third division, supposed to be still older, possibly

Lower Cambrian, in some respects resembles the second, but is

predominently slaty and quartzose, though still with dolomites

* Acadian Geology, third edition.
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and other niiignesian rocks. These would naturally fall into the

place assigned to thorn, if the age attributed to the second series

be admitted, otherwise they come into the period of the Sillery,

or some newer formation, in an altered condition. I do not know

that fossils have been found in these rocks, within the limits of

Canada at least, but if they are really of Cambrian age, the

richness of this fauna elsewliere in N. E. America would warrant

the hope that the age assigned to them may be indicated by

fossils, while, if like some similar beds to the southwnrd, they

hold Silurian species, those also must in some pl.icos bo recog-

nizable ; so that if they finally fail to afford ibssil remains or

yield Lower Cambrian species, this, with their mineral character

and apparent distribution, would sustain Mr. Sohvyn's view;

while, on the other hand, the discovery of a few distinctive Silu-

rian forms might suffice to overturn it.

It would appear that the third and second series of Mr. Sel-

wyn, above mentioned, are the same with the rocks which in

Hitchcock's map of New Hampshire are named Montalb:in and

Huroniau. The former term hnt^ however been applied by Dr.

Hunt to a series newer than tli^ Huronian, and possibly of l^ower

Cambrian age, so that il' it is correctly used by Hitchcock, his

so-called Huronian may be in reality Upper Cambrian or Lower

Silurian. It is to be deprecated as not conducive to correct

conclusions, that terms of this kind should be used to represent

merely mineral resemblances, irrespective of those evidences of

geol<jgical age derived fronj stratigraphy and fossils. It is due

here to Dr. Hunt to explain that ho has for many yonrs on inde-

pendent grounds regarded the beds of Mr. Sohvyn's second and

third groups as, for the most p;irt at lenst. Huronian in age, and

a similar conclusion was al.<o arrived at from eompari.son with

the older formations of Scandinavia, by Mr. Maefariane. Thus

in one way or .-inother all these gentlemen dissent from Sir

William's etmclusion.'^, while also diff"ering from each other, a

sufficient evidence of the complicated character of the problem

with which he had to deal, and whose ultimate solution may em-

brace elements of all the generalizations which have been put

forth.

Some suggestions may at leas^ be off"ered toward the solution

of these (juestions which deserve the attention of those who have

been occupied with them. The first is that we should accustom

ourselves to the anticipation that contemporaneous paleozoic
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rocks in the regions of the western lakes, of the plains of Ontario

and Quebec, and of the eastern slope, are not likely to be iden-

tical in mineral character. Farther, that even in the central of

these three regions we may expect diflferences in approaching

certain parts of the older rocks. At Murray Buy, for example,

on the border of the Lauren tian, we find the Black River

limestones in great part represented by coarse sandstones, and we

find similar changes in the Chazy near Greuville. A third sug-

gestion is, that in order to understand the eastern members of

the Lower Silurian, it is necessary to be acquainted with the

coniemporaneous igneous ejections mixed with these rocks, and

if possible to distinguish them from those of similar character so

largely present in the Huronian. This I have attempted, though

with only partial success, to effect for the Acadian Provinces.

Another, to which Dr. Hunt has directed attention in his recent

report in connection with the Survey of Pennsylvania, is the

importance of inquiry as to which of the many successive move,

ments and plications of the earth's crust occurring in palaeozoic

time, have most seriously affected the now so greatly plicated

and disturbed rocks of the Quebec group. Still another, and

one of the most important, is the study of the various kinds of

alteration which these rocks have undergone. We have in eastern

Canada rocks as young as the Devonian which have been sensibly

affected in this way, and there can be no doubt that large areas

of the Quebec group have suffered similar changes, and that on

the one hand it is possible that these metamorphosed portions

have baen confounded with older series, or that on the other

these older series have been inadvertently mixed with them.

The value to be attached to fossils is another point of much

importance. Long experience has convinced me that in the

Cambrian and Silurian ages this kind of evidence is the most

conclusive of all ; but then it must be rightly understood. As

already observed, we must discriminate the animals characteristic

of the cold Atlantic waters loaded with Arctic sediment, from

those of the sheltered continental plateau. We must also bear

in mind that oceanic and probably floating forms of low grade,

like the Graptolites, have an enormous range in time, as com-

pared, for example, with the Trilobites, and the same remark

applies to some moUusks proper to sandy or muddy bottoms, like

the Linguiae and their allies, as compared with other vu usca.

All these precautions must be taken in the study of these

1/

I
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rocks, and it involves no depreciation of the geologists above-

mentioned, to say that the diifereut conclusions at which they

have arrived, depend very much on the different degrees of

importance which they have attached to the various kinds of

evidence accessible.

One word, before closing, respecting names. These are of little

importanee in themselves, but it is of consequence that they

should not be needlessly changed, and that they should m t be

misapplied.

The name " Quebec Group," introduced by Sir William Logan>

should be retained tor that peculiar development of the rocks of

the second fauna, eminently exposed and accessible in the vici-

nity of Quebec, to whatever extent its extensions east and west

may be circumscribed ; and whatever value may be attached to

the local subdivisions into Levis, Lauzon and Sillery. On the

one hand, the use of one of these terms, Levis, for the whole, leads

to misconception ; and the absurdity of the term " Canadian "

(applied in one widely-known text book to the rocks of this age)

becomes apparent when we see it made correlative with a purely

local name like " Trenton," and when we consider that Canada

is a region greater than the United States of America, and with

equally varied geological structure.

The more recent developments in the geology of North Amer-

ica require, as Dr. Hunt and 3Ir. Sclwyn have urged, that the

Cambrian system should be recognized as a group altogetlier

distinct from the Silurian ; and whatever views as to the use of

these names may ultimately prevail in England, for us the

dividing line between the Cambrian and the Siluro-Cambrian or

Lower Silurian, un({uestionably comes about the horizon of the

Potsdam. As to the formations older than the Cambrian, 1 am
disposed to regard the 3Ioutalban and Taconian of Dr. Hunt as

representing definite groups of rocks, which may however even-

tually prove to belong to the ba«e of the Cambrian, with wliich

equivalent strata in the Maritime Provinces of Canada seem to

be associated. The Huronian series of Logan represents another

great fact in the geology of North America, namely a period of

immense igneous ejection and disturbance intervening between

the Laurentian and the Cambrian. In the typical Huronian

area of Lake Huron it unquestionably rests unconformably on

the Laurentian, and is itself overlaid by rocks of Cambrian or

still greater age. It has precisely the same mineral characters

I
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and position as far east as New Brunswick and Newfoundland,

and a8 far west as the Pacific ulope,* and is thus one of the most

widely diffused of American formations, though I believe it has

locally been confounded with rocks of similar mineral character

but of newer date. The upper Laureutian of Logan, the Norian

of Hunt, is entirely diflFerent in mineral character from the Hu-

roniau, and stratigraphically is related to the Middle Laurentian

rather than to the Hurouitn, notwithstanding local unconformity.

The Lower Laureutian of Logan may now, since the explora-

tions of Vennor, f be safely divided into a lower and middle

group, the former being however oothing more than the great

gneissic formation recognized by Logan as the Trembling Moun-

tain gneiss, which forms the base of his well-known Laureutian

section, and the Bojian gneiss of European observers. The idea

that the Middle Laurcntian, the horizon of Eozoon Canadense and

of the great Phosphate and Graphite deposits, is identical with the

Hastings group, or with the Hurouian, has, I am fully convinced,

after some study of the Lake Huron, Madoc and St. John

exposures of these formutious, uo foundation in fact. There

seems, however, good reason to believe that the gap betweer, the

Lower Laurentian of . .e Huron and the Huronian, is to be

filled not merely by the Middle Laurentian and the Norian, but

by such rocks as those described by Dr. Bigsby, Prof. Bell and

Dr. G. M. Dawson on the Lake of the Woods and other regions

west and north of Lake Superior, and at present included in the

Hurouian, to the base of which many ol' them no doubt belong.

J

I should not have occupied your time so long with these

matters, but for their great importance geologically, and the

able papers in which they have been brought under our notice,

and for the circumstance that I have been renewing my studies

of these rocks, in the hope of contributing some notes on Sir

William Logan's share in their * vestigation, to a biographical

sketch of that eminent geologist now in progress under the care

of our associate, Dr. Harrington, to whom it has been committed

by Sir William's executors. ,-. ,;, ; [,:['%' J

* Clait net' King's lU-port ot tlit' 4Uth Parallel. The rugged features

and precipitous sides of the Laurentian and Huronian exposures in

thin region correspond with Logan's view ot the steep slope of the

Laurentia* and at the time of the deposition of the Quebec Group
rocks.

'

t Kepc Geological Survey of Canada. \
'

t G. M. iJawson's lieport on 49th Parallel,

cal Survey of Canada.
Bell, Reports Geologi-

,.d.




